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BOUNDARY VELOCITY CONTROL OF INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW
WITH AN APPLICATION TO VISCOUS DRAG REDUCTION*

MAX D. GUNZBURGER, LISHENG HOUr:, AND THOMAS P. SVOBODNY

Abstract. An optimal boundary control problem for the Navier-Stokes equations is presented.
The control is the velocity on the boundary, which is constrained to lie in a closed, convex subset of
H1/2 of the boundary. A necessary condition for optimality is derived. Computations are done when
the control set is actually finite-dimensional, resulting in an application to viscous drag reduction.

Key words, optimal control, Nvier-Stokes equations, boundary control, finite element meth-
ods, distributed parameter systems

AMS(MOS) subject classifications. 49A22, 49B22, 49D05, 65N30, 76D05, 93C10, 93C20

1. Introduction. We are concerned with a constrained optimization problem
for steady fluid flow, namely that of computing a boundary value of the velocity
that minimizes a volume integral that represents frictional energy dissipation. The
constraint is the system of equations for viscous incompressible flow. The boundary
value of the velocity, hereupon dubbed the control, is constrained to a closed, convex
subset of H1/2(Fc), where Fc is a portion of the body boundary. Such a constraint is
necessary since the control does not appear explicitly in the cost functional. Moreover,
we cannot eliminate the control in solving coupled state-adjoint equations. In the
present case a minimum principle gives us a variational inequality that couples the
system of state and adjoint equations. If we further constrain the control set to be in
a finite-dimensional subspace, then we are led to an optimization problem where the
feasibility set is the set of vertices of a cube in m-dimensional Euclidean space.

Our choice of the cost functional to be optimized is motivated by the following
physical consideration (cf. [9]). If a body with boundary F is immersed in a fluid,
then the force acting on the body is

F- JT.n dF,

where T is the stress tensor and n is the unit normal vector pointing into the body.
If we consider a body moving with rectilinear velocity V, then a measure of the
component of the force in the direction of the velocity is

FD-F.V-V’jfr T. ndF Jfr v. T. ndF,
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168 M. GUNZBURGER L. HOU AND T. SVOBODNY

where v v(x, t) is the velocity field of the fluid. If we assume the linear constitutive
law, i.e., an expression for stress is given by

T -pI + 2#D,

where p denotes a pressure field and # the (constant) viscosity of the fluid, and
(Vv + VvT) is a symmetric tensor of first-order derivatives of v,D D(v)-

an integration by parts gives

FD 2# /n D D dx- Jn p(div v) dx + #/n v. V(div v) dx.

(We are assuming that the fluid is isotropic, reflected in the fact that the medium
itself is described by the scalar quantity #.) Although this expression for the drag
was derived in the context of the ideal conditions mentioned, it seems reasonable to
use the right-hand side as a cost functional to be minimized subject to the constraints
imposed by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Of course, on this constraint
set, the second and third terms on the right-hand side are clearly zero, thus making our
cost functional positive. The term to which this functional then reduces is known in
the literature as the dissipation function; it represents the rate at which heat energy
is conducted into the fluid, or equivalently, the rate at which heat is generated by
deformations of the velocity field.

We apply our results to the following problem. It is known that for an aerody-
namic body moving at uniform velocity, the main contribution to retardation is the
frictional force. This force is increased if the boundary layer becomes turbulent. In
addition, the body may have to overcome adverse pressure gradients if the boundary
layer separates. We want to reduce viscous (skin-friction) drag of an immersed body
whose relative velocity with respect to the fluid is fixed (v). In the specific appli-
cation that is considered at the end, the method of control is the following: we have
m disjoint regions (holes) on the surface of the body where we can specify positive
(blowing) or negative (sucking) velocities [4]. Of course, the rate of flow at each hole
is strictly limited, not only for the obvious reasons, but because too strong a control
would change the lift, and the problem would not represent the one posed. On the
other hand, the control velocity must dominate pressure gradients. We will assume
that the control set is small enough so that the velocity profile at each hole is fixed,
and thus the problem reduces to a finite-dimensional control problem.

The numerical approximation is carried out using the finite-element method;
sketch of the procedure as well as a model problem is given at the end. Further
details concerning the approximation of such optimization problems as well as the
more difficult (from the viewpoint of approximation) unconstrained case, including
error estimates, are given in [3]. The authors are presently applying the techniques
and algorithms discussed here to other applications, e.g., flows about airfoils.

1.1. Notation. Real k-dimensional Euclidean space is denoted Rk; R_ is the
subset with nonnegative coordinates. The domain t is a bounded smooth domain
in Re or R3, whose boundary consists of two connected components F F to
Furthermore, F F(1) tO F(2), where F(1) must have an interior, but F(2) may be
empty. Let Hm(B) be the Hilbert space of Rn-valued functions defined on B whose
jth derivatives, 0 _< j _< rn are in L2(B). The norm in this space will be denoted by
]]" IIm. In all cases, boldface indicates vector-valued. We will use the quotient spaces

1/2 H/L()-{feL2() fafdx=O}and-.o (G)=(ge (G)’fag.ndG-0}.
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< "," >x will mean the duality pairing on X x X, while << .,. >>x will mean the
inner product in the Hilbert space X.

The matrix {Oui/Oxj} will be denoted Vu. The velocity deformation tensor is
(Vu + VuT). We use the formsD(u)-

a(u, v) 2u D(u)" D(v)dx V u, v inHl(a),

b(u,p) =-fap(divu)dx Vp e L(gt), u e

c(u,v,w)-Iatt. Vv.wdx Vu, v, weH(f).

The following estimate, which is a straightforward application of the HSlder and
Sobolev inequalities (el. [11]), will prove to be useful:

Ic(u,v,w)l <_ const.llUlllllVlllllWll/9.
These forms induce the following operators.

A H(ft) --- H-l(ft)
defined by

defined by

defined by

and

defined by

<Au, v >-a(u,v), ueHl(a),

B Hl(gt) -- L(ft)

v e H(ft),

< Bu, p >- b(u,p), u e Hl(ft),

" Lg(ft) H-l(ft)

p e L(ft),

< B---p,u >- b(u,p) u e H(a), p e L(a),

C Hl(ft) x Hi(a) - H-I(ft)

<C(u,v),w>=c(u,v,w), u, veH(ft), weH(ft).

For theorems concerning operators associated with the stationary Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, consult [7]. We will use the trace operators

%" H(a) H/(r), %" H(ft) H1/2(Fc)

and 7 x ,c. Optimal solutions of the optimization problem will be tagged with
v* or with hats, r.asterisks,

2. The optimization problem: boundary velocity control with con-
straints. We recall that we are faced with the problem of minimizing the functional
(FD), subject to the constraint

-uAv + (v. V)v + Vp- 0
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and either of the sets of boundary conditions

(BVC1) vlre voo, and vlr g,

(the Boundary Value Control Problem 1), or

(BVC2) vl(rl) vc, T(v).nl(r2) 0, and vlr g,

(the Boundary Value Control Problem 2), where the control function g is to lie in
a closed,convex subset of H1/2(Fc), and where is the kinematic viscosity.

Our program is a straightforward approach to a constrained optimization prob-
lem: we investigate existence of optimal solutions, we verify the existence of Lagrange
multipliers, and then we derive a minimum principle that couples the Euler-Lagrange
equations as necessary conditions for the optimal boundary velocity. The cost func-
tional is given by

J(v) IVv+ VvTI2dx.

2.1. Existence of an optimal solution. Consider the Navier-Stokes equations
in the weak form,

(2.1) a(v, w) + c(v, v, w) + b(w,p) 0 Vw e Ho(Ft)

(2.2) b(v, q) 0 V q e L(Ft)

(2.3) vlr g

and either

(2.4) vlr v

or

(2.5) v]r(1) v T(v) nlr() 0.

Always, voo e H*/(r) (or voo e H1/2(F(1)) in the case of (BVC2)) and, in the case
of (BVC1), we assume

fr g.ndF+fr v.ndF-0.

We consider the case (BVC1), and for simplicity assume that

v.ndF=0,
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so that

r
g.ndF-0.

(Cases (BVC2) and (BVC1) without the above assumption can be treated in similar
manner.)

DEFINITION 1. We define the admissibility set

Td ={(v,g) e Hl(ft) H(_ H1/(r)) J(v) < oc and there exists p e L(f)
and so that (2.2)-(2.4) and either (2.4) or (2.5) are satisfied}.

DEFINITION 2. We define an optimal solution (v*, g*) to be one for which J(v*) _<
g(v) for any (v, g) E Tad.

DEFINITION 3. We define a local minimum (/r, ) to be one for which there exists
> 0 such that g(/r) _< g(v) for any (v, g) e Tad with IIv rl]l < e
LEMMA 2.1. There exists an optimal solution to the above problem.
Proof. First, note that ad is nonempty. This follows from the fact

J(v) < ul[v[I 2

and well-known existence theorems for solutions of stationary Navier-Stokes equations
(cf. [1], [8], and [10]). Now let Vm (v,, gm) be a sequence in Td such that

lim J(vm)- inf J(v).
m---cx vETad

By definition of ad, J(vm) _< Co, a constant independent of rn. On the boundary,
v vo H1/2(F) and because of the assumption on F we have

J(v) >_ Cll[Vll c2]1v]11 c3

(this is a direct consequence of Korn’s inequality, cf. [2, p.117]); thus, []Vm[]l CV.
By the trace theorem, I[gml[1/2 -< Cu. We therefore have the weak limits

Vm v* e Hl(f), gm g* e H1/2(rc).
Since Hi(a) imbeds compactly in L2(f), we also have the strong limit

Vm v* L2(ft).

As/d is convex, closed, it is closed in the weak topology, thus g* E b/. Next, using
the fact that J is bounded, convex, we have that it is weakly lower semicontinuous,
and thus g(v*) infvEZd J(v).

Now we must show that the limit v* is in the admissible set, Td. We first show
that v* satisfies the boundary conditions. Since

")’eV V(x / V gin,

we want to show that % x % is a weakly closed operator. But it is continuous on

Hl(f) and so it is closed, and thus has a closed graph, and thus by the Hahn-Banach
theorem, is weakly closed. Thus

%v* vc, "Tcv* g*.
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Now we show that the limiting flow is incompressible. The condition

b(vm, q) O, Vq E L2

means that Vm E ker(B) forallm. But since ker(B) is a closed subspace, it is weakly
closed, and so

v* e ker(B) =v b(v*, q) 0 Vq e L2().

It is clear that a(vm, w) -+ a(v*, w) forallw e HI(). On the other hand, the
operator C(., .) is weak sequentially continuous. To see this, take w G C(FI), and
consider

Owj(v, v, w) -(v, w, v) v,,-xV, .
Since (Vw)ij e L(Ft), and since Vm ---+ v* in L2(Ft), we have

(v., v, w) - (v., v., w) Vw ec
but this space is dense in H(f/), thus

Avm + C(vm, Vm) -- Av* + C(v*, v*) e H-1

Morevoer, Avm + C(vm,Vm) e R(B) for all m; but the infsup condition ([7, p.81])
implies that R(B) is closed, and thus

Av* + C(v*, v*)e R(B),

or, in other words, there exists a p* L() such that

Av* + C(v*, v*) -Bp*,

which completes the proof of existence of an optimal control.

2.2. The Lagrange multiplier rule. The idea of the technique of Lagrange
multipliers is that the problem of minimizing a functional subject to a constraint
can be reduced to the unconstrained minimization of an auxiliary functional, the
Lagrangian. Important in applications of convex optimization is the existence of a
minimum principle. (The general theory of the parametrized Lagrange multiplier rule
is developed in [5, Chap. 1] and [13, Chap. 1].)

We can define a mapping

F HI() x L() x/gad -- H-l(f) L2o() H/2(r) H/(r)

by
Fl(v,v,g) Av + C(v,v) + Bp e
F2(v, V, g) Bv e L(Ft)
F(v, p, g) %v v e nl/:(r)
F4(v, p, g) %v g e H/:(r)

For economy, we say F" X L/- Y. Thus, our constraint (2.1)-(2.4) is

F 0 e H-l(a) x L(a) H/(r) H1/e(F)
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or
F-0EY.

We say that the set 5/has property C at (z,)
of the system

(2.6)

if for any nonzero solution (, o)

v.-o

we can find g E 5/such that

(2.7) f T().n. (g $)dr < 0.
JFc

Convention will have it that property C is to hold vacuously if there are no nonzero
solutions of (2.6).

Remark. As in [3] we can show that 5/- H/2(r) has property C (this is the case
where the control is not constrained). This conclusion is seen to be equivalent to the
following uniqueness result" If (2.7) is not true, then W(t) 0 and if t is a solution
to (2.6), then 0.

We will use the notation DIF(’,) D(u,p)F(,ih,)) =/, W (w,q), Z
image(/), F(v,p,5/) image of the map g ---, F(v,p,g), g e 5/, F(5/)
F(-, 15,5/); note that F(5/) is convex since F depends linearly on the control.

We are now in a position to state the main result of this section.
THEOREM 1. Let (e,) be a local minimum (in the sense of Definition 3). Then

there exists a nonzero Lagrange multiplier,- (,a,, c) e [H-l(t) L() n/2(r) H1/2(rc)]
n(a) n]() n-/(r) H-/(r)

ul/ (n0/ (r)),)(or- H(t) Lo2(gt) (--o (r(1)))

(the dual spaces depend on the specified (BVP)), so that if bl satisfies property C at
(, ;), then solves the variational system

(2.8) < J’(9),w > + < ,D1F(,,)(w,q) >- O, V3 e Hl(gt) L(gt).

If property C is not valid then is a nonzero solution to

(2.9) < I,D1F(’,$)W >-0, VW

in either case, satisfies the variational inequality

(2.10) < ,F(+,/,g) >_> O, Vg E b/.

The inequality (2.10) will henceforth be referred to as the minimum principle.
The Lagrangian for this problem is

L J(v)+ < ,F(v, p, g) >= a(v, v) + a(v, t) + c(v, v,)
+ b(, p) + b(v, a)+ < ’1, ")/eV Vo,z >F + < ’2, ")’CV g >r
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The proof of Theorem 1 will rely on the following result.
THEOREM 2. (Ioffe and Tikhomirov [5]). In the notation of the foregoing, if
(a) X and Y are Banach spaces;
(b) J e el(X), D1F(v,p) e el(X);
() F(v,, U) cowx;
(d) Z is closed in Y and has finite codimension;
(e) some condition of complete regularity holds (for instance, 0 Y is an interior

point of Z + F
then there exists a as described in Theorem 1 and satisfying (2.8) and (2.10).

Proof. For the proof see [13, Theorem P, p. 49] or [5, Theorem 3, p. 71, p. 85].

Proof of Theorem 1. We wish to apply Theorem 2 to construct a that satisfies
(2.8) and (2.10). It is clear that conditions (a), (b), and (c)^follow from previous
observations. To show condition (d) is true, we show that F is Fredholm. If we
compute the derivative,

_(w,q) DF(fi,,) (W "yeW

")’cW

By the trace theorem, and using the ellipticity of A and the inf sup property for B,
we can see (cf. [1], [6], and [7]) that the Stokes operator

B 0
-y 0

is an isomorphism from Hl(f) x Lo2(ft) H-l(ft) x Lo2(a) x H1/2(F). (The last

factor in this product of spaces is --0 (F) if the velocity is specified on the whole
outer boundary, i.e., (BVC1).) We estimate the linear operators C(., fl) and C(/1, .)
as follows. From the estimate

we have that C(., fi) is continuous from Hl/2(a) into H-l(t) and thus compact from
H(ft) into H-l(t). Likewise, from the estimate

we see that C(fi, .) is continuous from H(t) into H-1/2(fl) and thus compact from
H(t) into H-I(Ft). Thus,/ D1F(fi,15,$) is a Fredholm operator. Since Z is now
known to be closed and with finite codimension M (being the dimension of the space
of solutions of (2.6)), we can write

Y=Z(R)E.

Property C expresses a condition of complete regularity (assumption (e) in The-
orem 2); to see this, note that, under the assumption that property C holds, if y E Y,
then there exist (w, ql) E X, g 5/, >_ 0 such that

(2.11) y =/(w, ql) + (*,/5, g).
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Let Q Y - Y/Z - E be the canonical mapping. If (2.11) does not hold, then taking
into account the finite dimensionality of E and the convexity of F(b/), we can find
y E Y such that

Qy. QF(,,15,g) <_ 0, Yg E N.

Define A -Qy/IQyl and A Q’A, then clearly, A Z +/- and < A, F(b/) >>_ 0, i.e.,
property C does not hold. Thus, we can find a finite number of gi /, 1

_
_< N,

such that 7 F(9, i5, gi) -/W for someW (w’, ql) X, and so that the mapping

(w,q,/1,... ,/n) H (w, q)+E
defined on X R+N is onto Y. Let e be given and let (wo, qo, go) be such that

(2.12) /(wo, qo) + F(9, i5, go) 0.

Then the mapping

G,(v,p, a) -(1 ao -eE ai)F( + v, i5 + p,$)

+ aoF(, + v,i5 + p, go)+E aiF(- + v,i5 + p, gi),

defined on X x R+N+I, is smooth at the origin and DG(O, 0, 0) is surjective. Ee may
now continue with the proof of Theorem 2 given in [5, p. 87] or [13, p. 51] to construct
a that satisfies (2.8) and (2.10).

The stationarity condition (2.8) gives

0 a(*, w) + a(w, t)+c(*, w, t) + c(w, ,, t)+
b(t, q)+ b(w, a)+ < 1,7ew > + < 2,%w >.

The minimum principle (2.10), reduces in our case to the variational inequality

< ., g > >_ o Vg e

To get a (formal) expression for the multiplier 2, we integrate by parts to obtain
the system of equations for the adjoint variables

Thus, the minimum principle reduces to

(2.13) fr IT(9)+ T()].n. (g- $)dr >_ 0, Vg E L/.
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Note that this condition is equivalent to"

choose ; E 5/that solves

min[ IT(v) + T()]. n. (g )dF.max
u Jv

In the case where property C does not hold it follows immediately that there
exists

--(,o’,e,c e [H-l(a) L(a) H/2(F) HI/:(F)]
H() L(n) n-1/.(r) n-/(r)

(or H() no() (n/2(r()))’ (Ho/:(r)) ’)

that satisfies the system of equations (2.9), i.e.,

and

fr
T().n. (g ;)dr _> 0, Vg e/4;

thus inequality (2.10) is seen to hold in all cases.
Let us see what Theorem 1 gives us in the case where//is given more structure.

Suppose that 5/is given by

b/= {g e H/ g e A(s), for almost all s

where A(s) is a compact, convex subset of R for all s. If we consider the sets

.o. {g e/g g on rso. r r rG B(so.e)}.

then our condition reduces to

fr
[T(-) + T()]. n. (g $)dr > 0,

80e

VgEso,c, Vso EFc, Ve>O.

But since so EFc, > 0 are arbitrary, we find that the pointwise condition

[T(*)(s) + T()(s)]. n. (g ;) >_ 0, Vg(s) E A(s),

holds for almost all s E F.
3. Finite-dimensional control. Suppose that L/is a compact convex subset of

T, an m-dimensional subspace of Hi/2(F) spanned by the m functions {bk}. For the
sake of unity of presentation we will assume that property C holds, although everything
is true mutatis mutandis in any case and the final recipe is the same. Let the set of
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vectors {wk }, 1 <_ k _< m, be a basis for R", which we identify with the set
so that T can be thought of as either Rm span{wk} or as span{bk} C n/(r).
Thus any control vector g E//has a representation of the form

g(s) E gkk or g E gkwk

in T.
Let II H/e T be the projection. Let " T H1/2 be the canonical injection.

Then we can write the components, {rig}k, as

{1]g}k =<< g,bk

Here we use the Hi/2 inner product.
Recall the minimum principle (2.13). The integral on the left in that inequality

is the duality relation H-l/2 x n/2, which can be written

< (T(v) + T()). , rI(g ) >
for g E T. This equals

< f(W + W), II(g- ;) >

which is the duality pairing of T x T. Thus the minimum principle is

< f(T(/r) + T()).n, (g- ) >_> 0, Vg e

(This is duality pairing in T x T.) Let us give T the dual basis:

either {wk}, or

where
< Wk,wj >= 5kj,

The operator dual to 2, f H-l/2 - T is a projection since T is closed. Thus we can
define components

rk =<< f(T(/r)+ T()), Ck
so that the minimum principle (2.13) now becomes

n(9 0) > 0, Vg {} e u.
k

Let us look at the special case where b/is a parallelpiped

{ak <_ gk <_ bk}

then the minimum principle is seen to resolve itself as rn independent inequations

k(h k) >_ O, Vh [ak,bk]

and thus we have the following prescription for the optimal control:

(3.1)
if @ > 0 then 9k ak

if rk < 0 then 9k bk.
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If rk 0, then the Lagrange necessary condition gives no information about
We see that in this procedure, the r/k would seem to have to be computed in the

H-l/2 inner product, which may pose computational difficulties. It turns out that by
choosing the {bk} properly we can avoid this situation. In particular, suppose that
the {bk} form an orthonormal set in H1/2. Let A" H/2 H-/2 be the canonical
isomorphism; then

< A, >

where this is duality. This means that we can choose the sequence
and

k -<< T(v)+ W(),k.>>_/2 =<< T()+ T(t), Abk

=< T(9)+ T(t), bk >;

in other words,

(3.) rk fr [T(/r)+ T()]. n. bk dr’.

In the degenerate case, the prescription (3.1) continues to hold, although in that case,
we have

rk fr W(). n. bk dF.

4. Application to drag reduction via discrete blow holes. Let us consider
the situation where there are m subregions of Fc, say the set {F}, such that

Fc-UFk70, FkUFj=q) k=j.

Consider a set of vector-valued functions, {bk} in H/(r) such that

supp bk
C Pk,

so, clearly, these functions are orthogonal; we also want them normalized in the H1/2
norm.

We will define our admissibility set for the control as

5/- {g E H/2(Fc)’g-E/k ak < "/k < bk, ak bk E R, Vk}

Now we can apply the framework of the last section. Let T be identified with Euclidean
m-space, with the usual basis; i.e.,

el, , era}

The minimum principle is

E ] [T(/r) + T(t)]. n. (g $)dr > 0,
k

which reduces to
v(-) > 0, vg {a} e u,

k
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where

v ]_ [W() + W(t)]. n. 4 dr.
dF

Note that an apparent difficulty in implementation is the normalization of the basis
vectors in the norm. Suppose that, instead,

+... + ()]dr W.1,

so that they are actually an orthonormal set in L2(F). But this is also the duality
pairing, thus we can choose the ’s to be the b’s. But in this case,

r/k =<< T-bk >>_1/2=< T,A-Ibk >
which means that the r’s would be difficult to compute. In any case, the question of
computing the rk is moot, unless we know whetheror not property C is to hold. The
question of efficiently computing the optimum is far from satisfactorily settled. The
formula (3.1) gives us the structure of the optimal solution, but it may be prohibitively
expensive to have to visit each vertex of the m-cube. Note that the norm of the
basis functions is not necessarily difficult to calculate. A reasonable choice of basis
functions, at least for ak and bk small, are the piecewise linear functions, i.e., hat
functions over the holes. These H/2-norms can be computed. For example, if n 2,
and F1 [0, b], and

(2h/b)x if x <_ b/2I= 2h(1-x/b) ifx>b/2
then,

1[II121/2 h2[b/6 + 16/b2 + 8(ln(2) 1/4)].
Remark 1. Note that the vector (r,...,m) is matrix representation for a Ja-

cobian of J’($). Thus, if rfi 0 then J E [ak, bk] iS arbitrary, and we have a
one-parameter family of extremals, parametrized by lay, by]. In the application at
hand, this means that the jth control hole could be removed without effect on the
functional. It would be interesting to know whether this kind of degeneracy affects
the convergence of the approximation.

Remark 2. Care must be taken to make the problem well-posed, not only in the
sense of existence and regularity, but also with respect to the control. Degeneracies
can arise in several ways: if property C does not hold then it is seen that the necessary
conditions do not involve the cost functional; this means that the constraint set does
not have the structure that we want; it is not a manifold, or solutions of the constraint
equations are so sparse that a variational approach is not useful. On the other hand,
if g E 5/supplies an unconstrained minimum (for example, ifv 0 and g 0, then
J’(9) 0, and the constraint is superfluous; in which case a result such as (3.1) would
be useless. Note that we do not have to explicitly rule out this case, for then, as can
be deduced from the previous remark, rk 0, for all k.

5. A simple computational example. Recall that the problem to be dis-
cretized is given by

a(v, w) + c(v, v, w) + b(w, p) O, Vw e
b(v, q)= O, Vq Lo2(2)
v]p gk

Vlr-(ur)up(I) Wo

T(v). n]r(.) O,
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where w0 is a prescribed function. For the simple example given below we did not
use the adjoint system in the updating procedure, only the theoretical fact that the
optimal solution is bang-bang i.e., given by (3.1) and (3.2). The discretization is
effected using a standard finite element algorithm (cf. [7]). Thus, we choose finite
element subspaces

V H(t)

and
S C L02(t)

and require that vh E Vh and ph Sh satisfy

a(vh, wh) + c(vh, vh, wh) + b(wh, ph) O,
b(vh, qh O,

vhlr gkh,
vlr-(v)r() Wo

where gh and w0
h are suitable approximations to gk and w0, respectively. (See the

discussion above.)
The particular computational problem we consider here is described in Fig. 1.

INFLOW OUTFLOWI

2 3n

Fig. 1. Geometry and hole placemnt for flow over a forward facing step.

Here, Fk, k 1, 2, 3, 4, are the regions indicated and w0 is zero on the top and bottom
portions of F- [-JkI’k and nonzero on the inflow and outflow portions. This problem
is of use in viscous drag reduction studies. The step represents a protuberance on a
wing, e.g., due to struts, rivets, etc. These obstacles can trip separation or accelerate
transition to turbulence. Our studies examine how the injection or suction of fluid
can ameliorate the negative influence of the step. We use the Taylor-Hood element
pair as amended by [12]. Continuous piecewise quadratic polynomials with respect to
a triangulation of the flow domain are employed for the velocity components. For the
pressure approximation, we use continuous piecewise linear polynomials with respect
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to the same triangulation, augmented by a piecewise constant in each triangle. This
locally mass conserving element pair is known to provide the error estimate (see [12])

v- vhll0 + h(I]v- vhlll + lip--philo) <-- Chs+l(llvlls+ + IIPlIs),

whenever
v E H+I(t), p E Hs(f), 1 _< s _< 2,

where h is a measure of the size of the finite element grid, and whenever g and w0
h are

accurate enough approximations. For example, the above estimate holds if we merely
take gk

h and w0
h to be the interpolant, in Vh restricted to the appropriate segment of

F, of gk and w0 respectively.
For the computation we choose the velocity profile at the hole to satisfy

gk n-- akP2k, ak [ak, bk] and g n 0,

where p2k is a quadratic polynomial vanishing at the edge of the hole. Then, our
control set is determined by the appropriate parameters. From the theory presented
above, we know that, for the optimal solution, ak must be either ak or bk. Thus, to
determine the optimal solution, we need to solve our finite element problem with gk

given, following the above prescription. One may then compute J(v) for each of these
cases (16 in this example), and thus determine the minimum.

We choose the ak, bk so that the maximum mass flow in or out of any hole is 1/12
of the mass flow at the inflow. We compute the dissipation function with each hole
blowing, sucking or turned off. If only blowing is allowed, i.e., ak 0, it is found
that the dissipation function is minimized if only the second hole is active. If only
suction is allowed, i.e., b 0, it is found that allowing only the third hole to be active
is best. If both blowing and suction are allowed, i.e., ak --bk, then having suction

through the third hole and injection through the second hole is best.
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